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SARIMA-modelled greater severity and mortality during the 2010/11
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A B S T R A C T

Objective: The COVID-19 pandemic demonstrates the need for understanding pathways to healthcare
demand, morbidity, and mortality of pandemic patients. We estimate H1N1 (1) hospitalization rates, (2)
severity rates (length of stay, ventilation, pneumonia, and death) of those hospitalized, (3) mortality
rates, and (4) time lags between infections and hospitalizations during the pandemic (June 2009 to March
2010) and post-pandemic influenza season (November 2010 to February 2011) in England.
Methods: Estimates of H1N1 infections from a dynamic transmission model are combined with
hospitalizations and severity using time series econometric analyses of administrative patient-level
hospital data.
Results: Hospitalization rates were 34% higher and severity rates of those hospitalized were 20%–90%
higher in the post-pandemic period than the pandemic. Adults (45–64-years-old) had the highest
ventilation and pneumonia hospitalization rates. Hospitalizations did not lag infection during the
pandemic for the young (<24-years-old) but lagged by one or more weeks for all ages in the post-
pandemic period.
Discussion: The post-pandemic flu season exhibited heightened H1N1 severity, long after the pandemic
was declared over. Policymakers should remain vigilant even after pandemics seem to have subsided.
Analysis of administrative hospital data and epidemiological modelling estimates can provide valuable
insights to inform responses to COVID-19 and future influenza and other disease pandemics.
© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd on behalf of International Society for Infectious Diseases.
This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).

Introduction

Since the turn of the 21st century, countries worldwide have
encountered multiple health emergencies, including the 2003
SARS epidemic, 2009 influenza A/H1N1 pandemic, 2014 Ebola
epidemic, and the ongoing 2019 COVID-19 pandemic, which led to
steep and sudden surges in healthcare demand as well as high
mortality and morbidity. In this most recent pandemic, the need
for rapid response to the influx of COVID-19 patients was first
evidenced by China’s construction of two 1000-bed hospitals in

Wuhan (Qin, 2020) followed by overflowing hospitals and critical
care facilities in Lombardy (Cockburn, 2020), New York City (Feuer,
2020), and the United Kingdom (Mueller, 2021).

In order to understand how future pandemics of novel influenza
viruses burden hospitals and critical care facilities, policymakers
need a comprehensive understanding of patient severity, patient
flows and clinical pathways. Namely, they need to know (1)
hospitalization rates of those who are infected, (2) the severity of
those who are hospitalized, and (3) the mortality of infected,
hospitalized, and severe patients. During a pandemic, it is very
difficult to obtain reliable estimates of the pandemic’s burden to
healthcare systems because real-time surveillance is often
insufficient for such forecasts. While variations in estimates of
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rom 310 (Campbell et al., 2011) to 546 (Presanis et al., 2011)
ospitalizations per 100,000 infections. H1N1 hospitalization
atality rates in China range from 28.9 in Beijing (Wu et al.,
017) to 9.9 deaths per 100,000 population in Hefei (Liu et al.,
017). Case fatality rates (deaths divided by infections) in England
ange even more widely from 10 (Campbell et al., 2011) to 4582
Mytton et al., 2012) deaths per 100,000 infections. Although
ountry-specific differences could not be ascertained for H1N1
entilation and pneumonia hospitalization rates due to the
inimal literature, global estimates still differ: from 5340

Capelastegui et al., 2012) to 24,809 (Louie et al., 2009) to
1,000 (Maves et al., 2019) ventilations per 100,000 H1N1
ospitalizations. Similarly, studies range from 4228 (Louie et al.,
009) to 13,286 (Campbell et al., 2011) to 19,000 (MacIntyre et al.,
018) H1N1 hospitalizations with a pneumonia co-infection per
00,000. These wide variations can be explained by differences in
esting regimes across hospitals and community settings, asymp-
omatic infections which leave many patients undiagnosed,
ifferences in hospital practices, small and unrepresentative
amples, and other factors (Bolotin et al., 2012; Campbell et al.,
011; Capelastegui et al., 2012; Kwok et al., 2017; Reed et al., 2009;
hrestha et al., 2011).
This paper uses the 2009 H1N1 pandemic, as the most recent

istorical influenza pandemic, to provide robust estimates for
ospitalization rates (i.e. proportion of infections treated in
ospital), the severity of hospitalizations, mortality rates, and
ime lags between symptoms onset and hospitalization during the
andemic and 2010/11 post-pandemic influenza season in
ngland. We overcame previous data limitations by using
onsistent estimates from two separate studies: incidence of all
1N1 infections in England from a mathematical model of
nfluenza transmission (Dorigatti et al., 2013) and all H1N1
ospitalizations in England calculated using time series econo-
etric analyses from Hospital Episode Statistics (HES) adminis-

rative inpatient data (Lau et al., 2019). Additionally, time series
orecasting methods were used on HES data to determine severity
f those H1N1 hospitalizations. Finally, temporal cross-correlation
nalysis was performed to measure time lags between H1N1
nfections and hospitalizations.

Previous literature suffered from data and methodological
imitations that resulted in inaccurate estimates of the pandemic’s
urden on hospitals. While there are of course significant
ifferences between the H1N1 and COVID-19 pandemics, including
isease type, transmissibility, and scale of outbreak, there exists a
lear need to provide policymakers with better estimates of
ospitalization rates, lags between incidence and admissions, and
he severity of those admissions with regard to morbidity and
ortality in order to inform health system capacity planning and

esource allocations during health emergencies. This study
emonstrates that the use of comprehensive data on H1N1
nfections and sophisticated time series econometrics to extract
1N1-specific hospitalizations, severity, and mortality improves
pon previous literature. These data and methods can thus be
urther applied to new data to help policymakers better prepare for
he COVID-19 pandemic and future influenza and other disease
andemics.

ata

In total, six weekly time series datasets covering the pandemic

hospitalization mortality. For each dataset, separate analyses on
pandemic and post-pandemic time periods for all ages and
stratified by age (except mortality due to data limitations) were
performed, totalling 72 time series.

Weekly age-stratified H1N1 infections in England were
estimated following Dorigatti and colleagues (Dorigatti et al.,
2013). The study used syndromic data consisting of weekly ILI
consultation data from QSurveillance, a real time clinical surveil-
lance system of 4200 general practices (GPs) in the UK, virological
data from the Royal College of General Practitioners and the Health
Protection Agency (HPA) Regional Microbiology Network, and
serological data from the HPA in England collected during the
pandemic (May 2009 to January 2010) and the post-pandemic
influenza season (September 2010 to February 2011). A determin-
istic transmission model was first defined for each age-group
building on a susceptible, infected, and recovered (SIR) model that
accounts for social contact patterns, age-group population sizes,
vaccination coverage, time from infection or vaccination to
seroconversion, and reporting rate to GPs for ILI. This was
extended to form a statistical model to jointly analyze the ILI,
virological, and serological data. The joint posterior distribution of
parameters was characterized using Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) sampling in a Bayesian setting. This resulted in two time
series of N = 88 weeks of the number of H1N1 infections during the
pandemic and post-pandemic period for all ages combined
(overall) and for six age-groups, totalling 14 time series.

Weekly age-stratified H1N1 hospitalizations in England were
estimated following Lau et al. (2019). The study used Hospital
Episode Statistics (HES) for Admitted Patient Care (APC), a patient-
level administrative records dataset containing all inpatient
hospitalizations to the NHS (N = 132,532,270) in England from
April 2004 to February 2011. HES APC includes patient diagnoses
following the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and
Related Health Problems, 10th revision (ICD-10); age; length of
stay; procedures, operations, and interventions using the Office of

Table 1
List of ILI ICD-10 codes and ventilation OPCS Classification of Interventions and
Procedures version 4.2 codes.

Code Description

ICD-10
J09 Influenza due to identified zoonotic or pandemic influenza

virus
J10 Influenza due to identified seasonal influenza virus
J10.0 Influenza with pneumonia, seasonal influenza virus identified
J10.1 Influenza with other respiratory manifestationsa, seasonal

influenza virus identified
J10.8 Influenza with other manifestationsb, seasonal influenza virus

identified
J11 Influenza, virus not identified
J11.0 Influenza with pneumonia, virus not identified
J11.1 Influenza with other respiratory manifestationsa, virus not

identified
J11.8 Influenza with other manifestationsb, virus not identified

OPCS 4.2
E85.1 Invasive mechanical ventilation
E85.2 Non-invasive mechanical ventilation (not elsewhere classified)c

E85.3 Improving efficiency of ventilation
E85.4 Bag valve mask ventilation
E85.5 Nebuliser ventilation
E85.8 Other specified ventilation support

E85.9 Unspecified ventilation support

a Other respiratory manifestations refer to acute upper respiratory infection,
laryngitis, pharyngitis, pleural effusion.

b Other manifestations refer to encephalopathy due to influenza, gastroenteritis,
acute myocarditis.

c Includes continuous positive airway pressure, intermittent positive pressure
ventilation, negative pressure ventilation, bi-level positive airway pressure.
nd post-pandemic influenza season were created: (1) H1N1
nfections taken from Dorigatti and colleagues (Dorigatti et al.,
013), (2) Influenza-like Illness (ILI) hospitalizations from Lau and
olleagues (Lau et al., 2019), (3) average length of stay (aLOS)
or ILI hospitalizations, (4) ventilation-associated ILI hospital-
zations, (5) pneumonia-associated ILI hospitalizations, and (6) ILI
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Population Censuses and Surveys Classification of Surgical
Operations and Procedures, 4th revision (OCPS-4.2) codes; and
deaths. All ILI hospitalizations (N = 29,403 across 251 hospitals)
with ICD-10 codes J09 (certain identified influenza), J10 (seasonal
influenza), and J11 (unidentified influenza) as a primary or
secondary diagnosis between April 2004 and February 2011 were
extracted (Table 1).

From the sample of all ILI hospitalizations, we extracted unique
datasets for four severity indicators: 1) average LOS, 2) hospital-
izations requiring ventilation, 3) hospitalizations diagnosed with
pneumonia, and 4) hospitalizations resulting in death. Each
dataset was collapsed by week to generate separate time series
of N = 410 weekly ILI hospitalizations for aLOS, ventilation,
pneumonia, and deaths. LOS was calculated as the number of days
between the patient’s admission and discharge, including transfers
between hospitals. The variable was attributed to the patient on
admission day, covering the entire duration of the hospitalization
including those that spanned across two or more weeks (e.g. a
hospitalization starting in week 22 that lasts 14 days and ends in
week 24 would have a LOS value of 14 in week 22). A time series of
weekly aLOS for all N = 29,403 ILI hospitalizations was created. We
then computed the weekly number of hospitalizations utilizing
ventilation, with pneumonia, and resulting in death. We identified
N = 2167 ILI hospitalizations with a ventilation-related OPCS-4.2
code (Table 1); N = 2337 ILI hospitalizations also diagnosed with
pneumonia (following Kaselitz et al., 2019 by using ICD-10 codes
J12–J18); and N = 1526 ILI hospitalizations resulting in death.

Analysis

Our study addresses three questions: (1) of those individuals
who were infected with H1N1, how many were hospitalized?; (2)
of those individuals hospitalized, how many suffered from
pneumonia, were ventilated, and how long was their length of
stay?; and (3) of those affected by H1N1 (infected or generally/
severely hospitalized), how many died? About 3 in 4 H1N1
hospitalizations were recorded as unspecified ILI cases in the data.
Time series forecasting has been used in previous literature to
estimate excess H1N1 mortality (Thompson et al., 2009) and, more
recently, confirmed and recovered COVID-19 cases (Maleki et al.,
2020). Therefore, we used multiplicative seasonal autoregressive
integrated moving average (SARIMA) models to establish a
counterfactual of ILI hospitalizations and four severity indicators
in a non-pandemic year. The differences between observed values
and these estimates were considered in excess of typical, non-
pandemic years and therefore attributed to H1N1. Excess severity
was measured in terms of excess ILI hospitalizations with
ventilation, pneumonia, and deaths as well as excess average
weekly LOS.

SARIMA models, a seasonal variation of ARIMA to overcome the
seasonality typically found in influenza, linearly fit to a stationary
time series and predict future observations using lags of
observations (autoregression) and lags of error (moving average).
Following Box et al. (2015) model building procedures (Lau et al.,
2019), we fitted SARIMA models on pre-pandemic data (April 2004
to October 2008) by first taking the difference in weekly data one
year apart (e.g. hospitalizations in week 42 of 2008 are compared
to hospitalizations in week 42 of 2009) to remove the seasonality
and achieve stationarity in our time series. We then selected the
number of AR and MA lags to use in each SARIMA model via

counterfactuals of weekly non-pandemic ILI hospitalizations and
their severity, overall and by age-group, during the pandemic and
post-pandemic period (November 2008 to February 2011).

Pandemic weeks were calculated as two or more consecutive
weeks where the actual number of ILI hospitalizations exceeded
the upper bound of the 95% confidence interval of the SARIMA-
generated estimates. A total of 58 SARIMA models were fitted and
run: for each hospitalization-related measure and for each
pandemic and post-pandemic period, one all-ages and six age-
stratified models were run, resulting in 14 models each for
hospitalizations, aLOS, ventilation, and pneumonia. For deaths,
two all-ages models, one for the pandemic and one for the post-
pandemic period, were run. See Appendix B for detailed methods.

From the SARIMA estimates, we calculated the overall and age-
stratified total H1N1 hospitalizations and four severity indicators
for the pandemic and post-pandemic period. These, combined
with aggregated estimates for H1N1 infections across both time
periods, were then standardized using official population esti-
mates (Office for National Statistics et al., 2016).

Then, we calculated hospitalization rates; aLOS, ventilation and
pneumonia rates among hospitalized patients as well as case,
hospitalization, ventilation, and pneumonia fatality rates among
infected individuals for the pandemic and post-pandemic period
(Table 2). One-way ANOVA and Bonferroni multiple comparison
tests were performed to discern any significant differences
between age-groups and between the pandemic and post-
pandemic flu season (see Appendix C for more details). Confidence
intervals for all rates were calculated via bootstrapping, sampling
N = 10,000 times with replacement for the pandemic and post-
pandemic influenza season separately. The 95% confidence interval
was given by the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles.

Finally, delayed presentation to the hospital following infection
can lead to more severe clinical outcomes once the patient reaches
the hospital. To evaluate this, we used temporal cross-correlation
analysis (Hendriks et al., 2017; Huang et al., 2011) to determine any
lags between the estimated incidence of infections and hospital-
izations (Appendix D). The weekly H1N1 hospitalization time
series was lagged up to 10 weeks before and after the weekly H1N1
infection incidence time series. Cross-correlations were calculated
for each lag and the lag with the greatest corresponding
cross-correlation, indicating the strongest alignment between
both time series, was the most likely lag between infections and
hospitalizations.

Results

Young adults (25–44-years-old) made up 31% of H1N1
infections, the largest proportion compared to all other age-
groups, followed by adults (45–64-years-old) at 24%. Young adults
also had the highest proportion of H1N1 hospitalizations among

Table 2
Hospitalization, severity, and fatality rate calculations.

Variable Calculation

Hospitalization rate H1N1 hospitalizations
H1N1 infections

Ventilation-hospitalization rate H1N1 hospitalizations requiring ventilation
H1N1 hospitalizations

Pneumonia-hospitalization rate H1N1 hospitalizations with pneumonia
H1N1 hospitalizations

Case fatality rate H1N1 hospitalizations resulting in death
H1N1 infections
Hospitalization fatality rate H1N1 hospitalizations resulting in death
H1N1 hospitalizations

Ventilation fatality rate H1N1 hospitalizations resulting in death
H1N1 hospitalizations requiring ventilation

Pneumonia fatality rate H1N1 hospitalizations resulting in death
H1N1 hospitalizations with pneumonia

Notes: Numerators and denominators are first calculated by week, then aggregated
by pandemic and post-pandemic period, then transformed into rates.
Each rate is multiplied by 100,000.
autocorrelation function and partial autocorrelation function plots,
respectively. Akaike Information Criterion and Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion were also estimated to help enrich the model
selection process. Ljung-Box Portmanteau (Q) tests of autocorre-
lation of the residuals were run on each SARIMA model to assess
goodness-of-fit. These SARIMA models were then used to predict
163
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ge-groups, while adults comprised the greatest proportion of
entilation (30%) and pneumonia (32%) H1N1 hospitalizations.
lderly (65� years-old) had the longest aLOS of 13.42 days
SD = 11.15) compared to all other ages. Over all ages, there were on
verage 3.26 deaths (SD = 1.69) per week. See Appendix Table A1
or more descriptive statistics.

We estimated a total of 13,619,803 (95% CI 13,357,069–14,130,071)
1N1 infections and 21,855 (95% CI 20,786–22,890) hospitalizations
ver the pandemic (June 2009 to March 2010) and post-pandemic
eriod (November 2010 to February 2011) (see population standard-
zed estimates in Appendix Table A2). There were two waves of

transmission during the pandemic, followed bya third post-pandemic
wave, reflected in the incidence of infections and hospitalisations
(Figure 1). The magnitude and timing of incidence and hospitalization
waves differed between age-groups. For 5-14-year-olds, the incidence
peak during the first pandemic wave was twice as high as during the
post-pandemic wave; hospitalization peaks were similar in both time
periods. Older age-groups, however, had higher incidence and
hospitalization peaks during the post-pandemic flu season compared
to the pandemic.

Although the overall number of infections was lower during the
post-pandemic influenza season compared to the pandemic, the
igure 1. H1N1 infection incidence (dotted line – left y-axis) and H1N1 hospitalizations (solid line – right y-axis), weeks between June 2009 and February 2011.
ote: Incidence data is estimated with influenza transmission mathematical models using Bayesian inference from Dorigatti and colleagues14. Hospitalizations are estimated
s the number of ILI hospitalizations in excess of SARIMA-estimated non-pandemic hospitalizations and therefore due to H1N1 from Lau and colleagues15. Both incidence and
ospitalizations are standardized per 100,000 relative to the population of each respective age-group.
ata includes the 2009 pandemic and 2010/11 post-pandemic influenza season overall and by age-group.
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number of hospitalizations was higher (Figure 2A & B). This implies
a higher hospitalization rate in the post-pandemic than the
pandemic period for all ages in total: 185.9 (95% CI 182.2–188.1)
compared to 139.2 (95% CI 130–144.4), respectively (Figure 2C).
Those aged 0–4-years-old had a significantly higher hospitaliza-
tion rate than all other ages during the pandemic and post-
pandemic period with 455.4 (95% CI 416.8–497) and 755.7 (95% CI
745.3–764.7), respectively. Elderly aged 65-years-old and over had
the second highest hospitalization rates at 143.4 (95% CI 103.1–
167.9) and 218.2 (95% CI 211.2–218.5) for the pandemic and post-
pandemic flu season, respectively.

The post-pandemic influenza season was more severe than the
pandemic across all four severity measures and for all ages
combined. The post-pandemic flu season had statistically signifi-
cantly higher overall aLOS, number of ventilation, pneumonia, and
death-associated H1N1 hospitalizations (Figure 3), and ventilation
and pneumonia-associated H1N1 hospitalization rates (Figure 4)
than the pandemic.

While children had the highest absolute severity during the
pandemic and post-pandemic period compared to other age-
groups, adults had the highest rates of hospitalized severity.
Those aged 0–4-years-old had significantly higher population
standardized number of ventilation and pneumonia hospital-
izations in both periods than most other age-groups

(Appendix Table A3). Adults aged 45–64-years-old, however,
had the highest hospitalization-standardized ventilation and
pneumonia rates (Appendix Table A4). The elderly aged
65-years-old and over had the second highest ventilation
and pneumonia hospitalization rates for both time periods.

Comparisons within each age-group further demonstrated that
for most age-groups, the pandemic was significantly less severe
than the post-pandemic period in terms of aLOS, ventilation, and
ventilation hospitalization rates. Number of pneumonia hospital-
izations and pneumonia hospitalization rates were split between
the younger and older populations. Those younger than 25-years-
old had greater population-standardized H1N1-associated
pneumonia hospitalizations during the pandemic compared to
the post-pandemic period, while those older than 25-years-old
exhibited the opposite trend (i.e. post-pandemic H1N1 pneumonia
hospitalization numbers were greater than pandemic numbers)
(Appendix Table A3). However, we found flipped results when
examining hospitalization-standardized pneumonia rates: those
younger than 15-years-old had higher rates during the post-
pandemic period and patients 15-years-old and over had higher
rates during the pandemic (Appendix Table A4).

We found that H1N1 fatalities were significantly higher during
the post-pandemic flu season than during the pandemic: 1.09
(95% CI 1.01–1.16) compared to 0.57 (95% CI 0.37–0.77) deaths per
Figure 2. H1N1 infections (A), H1N1 hospitalizations (B), and H1N1 hospitalization rates (C), population standardized.
Notes: 95% CI displayed for all values. H1N1 infections and hospitalizations standardized per 100,000 population for age-groups and all ages. 2009 pandemic (solid circle) and
2010/11 post-pandemic influenza season (hollow circle). Hospitalization rates are calculated as H1N1 hospitalizations divided by H1N1 infections, then multiplied by 100,000
to give the number of H1N1 hospitalizations per 100,000 H1N1 infections.
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00,000 population, respectively (Figure 3D). Mortality rates were
lso higher for all other indicators during the post-pandemic
nfluenza season compared to the pandemic (Figure 4C–F).
nfection fatality rates were 4.01 (95% CI 2.62–5.21) versus 9.07
95% CI 8.68–9.34) deaths and hospitalization fatality rates 2876
95% CI 2047–3551) versus 4877 (95% CI 4647–5094) deaths per
00,000 infections for the pandemic versus post-pandemic periods
Appendix Table A4). Ventilation and pneumonia fatality rates
ere particularly high at 55,130 (95% CI 41,294–65,415) and 62,163
95% CI 59,968–64,176) deaths per 100,000 H1N1 hospitalizations
tilizing ventilation, and 39,658 (95% CI 27,809–49,566) and 62,197
95% CI 60,401–63,824) deaths per 100,000 H1N1 hospitalizations
ith pneumonia during the pandemic and post-pandemic periods,

and hospitalization for ages younger than 25-years-old. During the
post-pandemic influenza season, however, hospitalizations lagged
infections by at least one week for each age-group with a lower
variation of up to 8 weeks around the central estimate (Table 3 and
Figure 6). For those 65-years-old and over, hospitalizations lagged
infections by two weeks, suggesting an average two-week time lag
between symptoms onset and hospitalization.

Discussion

Although the overall infection incidence was higher in the
pandemic than the post-pandemic period, hospitalization rates
were greater in the post-pandemic period. This suggests that in the

igure 3. Average length of stay (LOS) for H1N1 hospitalizations (A); H1N1 hospitalizations requiring ventilation (B), diagnosed with pneumonia (C), and ending in death (D),
opulation standardized.
otes: Values with 95% CI band. Each severity measure (average length of stay for H1N1 hospitalizations, H1N1 hospitalizations requiring ventilation, diagnosed with
neumonia, and resulting in deaths) standardized by 100,000 population in applicable age-groups and overall. 2009 pandemic (solid circle) and 2010/11 post-pandemic
fluenza season (hollow circle).
espectively.
During the pandemic, hospitalizations for those aged 25-years-

ld and over lagged incidences of infection by one week (Table 3)
ith variations up to 10 weeks around central estimates (Figure 5),
uggesting a one-week delay between symptoms onset and
ospitalization. No lag was exhibited between infection incidence
16
post-pandemic influenza season, despite fewer H1N1infections,
patients were more likely to present to the hospital. A self-
protection fatigue effect, where anxieties surrounding the disease
relax over time making individuals more vulnerable to infection
(Chen et al., 2013), and/or mutations to increase viral transmissi-
bility and fitness (Dorigatti et al., 2013; Elderfield et al., 2014) may
6
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help explain why more hospitalizations occurred despite having
fewer infections in the post-pandemic period.

Furthermore, cross-correlation analysis suggests that lags
between incidence and hospitalization were shorter during the
pandemic than the post-pandemic flu season, where those who
were infected waited one to two weeks before presenting to the
hospital. We also found higher severity per infection/hospitaliza-
tion during the post-pandemic period. This may indicate that
during the pandemic, individuals presented to the hospital sooner
after infection and may have been less severe to treat after arrival.
Conversely, those who were hospitalized during the post-

Figure 4. Ventilations (A), and pneumonia co-morbidity (B) per 100,000 H1N1 hospitalizations; Infection (C) hospitalization (D) ventilation (E) and pneumonia (F) fatality
rates.
Notes: Ventilation and pneumonia-hospitalization rates calculated as number of ventilations and pneumonia -associated H1N1 hospitalizations divided by H1N1
hospitalizations, then multiplied by 100,000.
Fatality rates calculated as H1N1 inpatient deaths divided by H1N1 incidence (case fatality rate), H1N1 hospitalizations (hospitalization fatality rate), ventilation-associated
H1N1 hospitalizations (ventilation fatality rate), and pneumonia-associated H1N1 hospitalizations (pneumonia-fatality rate), then multiplied by 100,000.
Estimates calculated by age-group (A&B only) and overall across the 2009 pandemic (solid circle) and 2010/11 post-pandemic influenza season (hollow circle).

Table 3
Time lags between H1N1 hospitalizations and incidence (weeks).

Age Group 2009 pandemic
(June 8, 2009 to March
7, 2010)

2010/11 post-pandemic
influenza season
(November 22, 2010 to
February 20, 2011)

Overall +1 0
0–4 0 �1
5–14 0 �1
15–24 0 �1
25–44 �1 �1
45–64 �1 �1

65+ �1 �2

Notes: A lag of 0 suggests hospitalization do not lag incidence, a lag of �1 suggests
hospitalizations lag incidence by 1 week, a lag of �2 suggests hospitalizations lag
incidence by 2 weeks, and a lag of +1 suggests incidence lag hospitalization by 1
week.
Time series from temporal cross-correlation analysis during the 2009 H1N1
pandemic and 2010/11 post-pandemic influenza season overall and by age-group.

167
pandemic flu season may have had more complications and
higher severity requiring more intensive and costlier treatment
due to delayed hospitalization.

Our finding that children aged 0–4 years-old had the
greatest hospitalization rates across both time periods is
consistent with previous studies (Lau et al., 2019).
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igure 5. Cross-correlation plots between H1N1 incidence and H1N1 hospitalizations, 2009/10 pandemic (June 8, 2009 to March 7, 2010).

ote: 10 weeks before and after lags are used.
nterestingly, however, adults aged 45–64-years-old had the
ighest ventilation and pneumonia-associated H1N1 hospital-
zation rates of all age-groups across both pandemic and post-
andemic periods. They were followed by the elderly aged 65-
16
years-old and over and then young adults aged 25–44-years-
old. This suggests that while children may be the most
hospitalized age-group, adults were the most severe and
utilized the most resources once hospitalized.
8
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Figure 6. Cross-correlation plots between H1N1 incidence and H1N1 hospitalizations, 2010/11 post-pandemic (November 22, 2010 to February 20, 2011).
Note: 10 weeks before and after lags are used.
The higher severity in adults across both time periods aligns
with the longer lags between incidence and hospitalization seen in
older versus younger individuals. One possibility is that fever, a
common ILI symptom, may not always manifest in elderly and
169
immunosuppressed individuals (Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention, 2019) and is less present in adults than children
(Chughtai et al., 2017). Therefore, adults and elderly may not have
been aware that they were infected until later compared to
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ounger individuals, which may have contributed to wider
preading of the disease as well as helped explain their delayed
nd more severe presentation to the hospital.
This study is not without limitations. Case fatality rates were

alculated using deaths from ILI hospitalizations and did not
nclude deaths that may have occurred outside of hospitals.
herefore, we may have underestimated the true case fatality rates.
dditionally, SARIMA relies on past observations to predict future
alues and thus is unable to capture any unobserved factors that
ay have impacted the number and severity of ILI hospitalizations
ut are unrelated to the pandemic. Furthermore, our use of
iagnosis codes to determine ILI hospitalizations suggests that our
ata is subject to the interpretation of physicians and potential
isdiagnosis of ILI as another respiratory disease or vice versa.
Nevertheless, our estimates of H1N1 hospitalization rates,

ospitalization severity rates, mortality rates, and lags between
ncidence and hospitalization can help policymakers devise
trategies to mitigate the effects of the ongoing COVID-19
andemic and plan for future influenza pandemics. These findings
uggest that while emphasis on capacity planning and resource
llocation during the pandemic is needed, we should also focus on
he post-pandemic period as that has the potential to overwhelm
ealth systems even more than the pandemic. Our analysis of the
1N1 data suggests that despite having fewer cases, the
ospitalization rate was 34% higher and severity rates were 20–
0% greater for those hospitalizations in the post-pandemic
nfluenza season compared to the pandemic, which may strain
ealth systems that are unprepared and unequipped to deal with
hese surges. A reduction in the lags between incidence and
ospitalization during the post-pandemic period may help reduce
urdens on hospitals as patients may be less severe and utilize
ewer resources once admitted. This study illustrates that analyses
sing large-scale surveillance data connecting mathematical
odelling and statistical methods linking time series of the

ncidence of infection, hospitalization, severity, and death can
nform the public health response to health emergencies.

As this study is conducted at the national level, future studies that
isaggregate analysis at a regional or hospital level may identify any
eterogeneity in impact due to differences in capacity levels across
arious geographical areas. This can help policymakers focus on
ome locations that are more likely to be overwhelmed during
andemics. Second, further assessment regarding how capacity-
onstrained hospitals potentially trade-off caring for non-pandemic
nd pandemic patients over the course of pandemics can help
ospital planners and policymakers devise strategies to minimize
he burden for all patient types. Finally, further exploration into the
eterogeneity in lags between infections and hospitalizations across
ge-groups and pandemic and post-pandemic periods may help
olicymakers integrate early interventions (e.g. expanding primary
are) into their preparedness plans.

onclusion

Countries that focus on pandemic preparedness can better cope
ith unanticipated demand and implement coordinated policies
nd strategies to mitigate the burden of pandemics on health
ystems. Governmental health organizations across the globe,
ncluding the World Health Organization and the United King-
om’s Department of Health and Social Care, have emphasized the
eed for pandemic preparedness through better response capabil-

through health systems across time. Although COVID-19 differs
from H1N1 across many aspects, including the most-affected age-
groups, mortality rates, and scale of the outbreak, our findings
demonstrate how collecting widespread data on infections and
hospitalizations and implementing time series econometric
methods can help governments manage their response to
pandemics. Real-time access to hospital and surveillance data is
often lacking during pandemics. However, our study demonstrates
how this data can be used to inform effective hospital response in
order to provide the best care possible.

Experience with the 2009 H1N1 pandemic has shown that
hospitalizations and mortality were higher in the post-pandemic
winter of 2010/11 than during the actual pandemic in 2009/10 (Lau
et al., 2019). Our results further highlight that surveillance and
assessment of post-pandemic admissions is essential to ensure
that health systems address care needs and mortality and
morbidity are mitigated. Policymakers need to remain vigilant
now and during future influenza pandemics, as there are often
multiple waves of infections with novel influenza viruses, even
after the official end of the pandemic.
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Appendix A. Supplementary data
ties and disease surveillance as well as more effective screening,
iagnosis, and treatment (Department of Health Pandemic
nfluenza Preparedness Team, 2011; World Health Organization,
011, 2018, 2019).
The COVID-19 pandemic has proven that policymakers need

etter understanding regarding how pandemics propagate
17
Supplementary material related to this article can be found, in
the online version, at doi:https://doi.org/10.1016/j.ijid.2021.01.070.
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